The Development Of Judgment And Decision Making In Children And Adolescents

Cognitive Sophistication and the Development of Judgment and Decision-Making

Maggie E. Toplak 2021-11-15 Cognitive Sophistication and the Development of Judgment and Decision-Making reviews the existing literature on the development of reasoning, judgment and decision-making, with a primary focus on measures from the heuristics and biases tradition. The book presents a model based on cognitive sophistication to examine the development of judgment and decision-making, including age related differences in developmental samples, associations with intellectual abilities and executive functions, and associations with dispositional tendencies that support judgment and decision-making. Additional sections cover the empirical findings of a longitudinal study conducted over seven years that tie together the discussed aspects related to cognitive sophistication. This book will provide a much-needed description of the theoretical and conceptual issues, a review of empirical findings, and an integrative summary of the implications for developmental models of reasoning, judgment and decision-making. Explores whether individual heuristics and biases are associated. Reviews individual differences in cognitive abilities and thinking dispositions. Examines reasoning from the lens of cognitive sophistication. Discusses the implications for models, including dual process models. Tests and elaborates using empirical findings from a longitudinal study.

The Development of Judgment and Decision Making in Children and Adolescents

Janis E. Jacobs 2006-04-21 In recent years, newspaper articles, television specials, and other media events have focused on the numerous hard decisions faced by today's youth, often pointing to teenage pregnancy, drug use, and delinquency as evidence of faulty judgment. Over the past 10 years, many groups - including parents, educators, policymakers, and researchers - have become concerned about the decision-making abilities of children and adolescents, asking why they make risky choices, how they can be taught to be better decision makers, and what types of age-related changes occur in decision making. This book serves as a starting point for those interested in considering new ways of thinking about the development of these issues. The purpose is to bring together the voices of several authors who are conducting cutting-edge research and developing new theoretical perspectives related to the development of judgment and decision making. The Development of Judgment and Decision Making in Children and Adolescents is divided into three parts: Part I presents three distinctive developmental models that offer different explanations of "what develops" and the relative importance of different cognitive components and experiential components that may be important for developing judgment and decision making skills. Part II emphasizes the emotional, cultural, and social aspects of decision making - three topics that have been influential in the adult literature on judgment and decision making but are just beginning to be explored in the developmental area. Part III provides three examples of research that applies developmental and decision making models to practical research questions. This book is intended for the professional market or for graduate courses on decision making or cognitive or social development.

Cognitive Sophistication and the Development of Judgment and Decision-Making

Maggie E. Toplak 2021-11-05 Cognitive Sophistication and the Development of Judgment and Decision-Making reviews the existing literature on the development of reasoning, judgment and decision-making, with a primary focus on measures from the heuristics and biases tradition. The book presents a model based on cognitive sophistication to examine the development of judgment and decision-making, including age related differences in developmental samples, associations with intellectual abilities and executive functions, and associations with dispositional tendencies that support judgment and decision-making. Additional sections cover the empirical findings of a longitudinal study conducted over seven years that tie together the discussed aspects related to cognitive sophistication. This book will provide a much-needed description of the theoretical and conceptual issues, a review of empirical findings, and an integrative summary of the implications for developmental models of reasoning, judgment and decision-making. Explores whether individual heuristics and biases are associated. Reviews individual differences in cognitive abilities and thinking dispositions. Examines reasoning from the lens of cognitive sophistication. Discusses the implications for models, including dual process models. Tests and elaborates using empirical findings from a longitudinal study.

The Development of Reflective Judgment and Formal Operational Thinking in Adolescents and Young Adults

Patricia Margaret Brown King 1977

Judgment and Decision Making as a Skill

Mandeep K. Dhami 2012 Identifies how human judgment and decision making may evolve, develop and be learned or trained.

The Development of Reasoning, Moral Judgment, and Moral Conduct in Retardates and Normals

Will Beth Stephens 1969

Judgment and Decision Making

Baruch Fischhoff 2013-06-17 Behavioral decision research offers a distinctive approach to understanding and improving decision making. It combines theory and method from multiple disciplines (psychology, economics, statistics, decision theory, management science). It employs both empirical methods, to study how decisions are actually made, and analytical ones, to study how decisions should be made and how consequential imperfections are. This book brings together key publications, selected to represent the major topics and approaches used in the field. Put in one place, with integrating commentary, it shows the common elements in a research program that represents the scope of the field, while offering depth in each. Together, they provide a vision for what has become a burgeoning field.

Judgment, Decision-Making, and Embodied Choices

Markus Raah 2020-10-27 Judgment, Decision-Making, and Embodied Choices introduces a new concept of embodied choices which takes sensorimotor experiences into account when limited time and resources forces a person to make a quick decision. This book combines areas of cognitive psychology and movement science, presenting an integrative approach to understanding human functioning in everyday scenarios. This is the first book focusing on the role of the gut as a second brain, introducing the link to risky behavior. The book's author engages readers by providing real-life experiences and scenarios connecting theory to practice. Discusses the role of gut feelings and the brain-gut behavior connection. Demonstrates that behavior influences decision and other people's perceptions about mood or character. Includes research on medical decisions and shopping decisions. Illustrates how to train embodied choices.

Guilt

Herant Katchadourian 2011-07-06 This is the first study of guilt from a wide variety of perspectives: psychology, psychiatry, psychoanalysis, evolutionary psychology, anthropology, six major religions, four key moral philosophers, and the law. Katchadourian explores the ways in which guilt functions within individual lives and intimate relationships, looking at behaviors that typically induce guilt, both in historical and modern contexts. He examines how the capacity for moral judgments develops within individuals and through evolutionary processes. He then turns to the socio-cultural aspects of guilt and addresses society's attempts to come to terms with guilt as culpability through the legal process. This personal work draws from, and integrates, material from extensive primary and secondary literature. Through the extensive use of literary and personal accounts, it provides an intimate picture of what it is like to experience this universal emotion. Written in clear and engaging prose, with a touch of humor, Guilt should appeal to a wide audience.

The Development of Prosocial Moral Judgment and Its Correlates

Nancy Hope Eisenberg 1976

The Development of Reasoning, Moral Judgment, and Moral Conduct in Retardates and Normals, Phase II

Will Beth Stephens 1972

The Gabčíkov-Nagymaros Judgment and Its Contribution to the Development of International Law

Sereni Fornati 2020-05-18 The Gabčíkov-Nagymaros Judgment and its Contribution to the Development of International Law deconstructs one of the most influential ICJ Judgments and analyses its contributions to the law of treaties, the law of international responsibility, and the law of sustainable development in light of 20 years of subsequent developments in the international legal order.

Judgment and Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Descriptive, Normative, and Prescriptive Perspectives

David R. Mandel 2019-09-26
Thinking: David Hardman 2003 The first international handbook to bring the areas of reasoning, judgment and decision making together, now in paperback format. The book brings three of the important topics of thinking together - reasoning, judgment and decision making - and discusses key issues in each area. The authors describe the perspectives that are purely related to those that involve experts making real world judgments, in areas such as medical and legal decision making and political and economic forecasting. * International collection of original chapters by leading researchers in the field * Several chapters contain important new theoretical perspectives * Paperback version is more affordable for individual researchers


The Mediating Role of Cognitive Development in Achievement Judgment and Behavior-Donville DelWayne Moore 1980

Moral Development in the Professions-James R. Rest 1994-11-01 Every year in this country, some 10,000 college and university courses are taught in applied ethics. And many professional organizations now have their own codes of ethics. Yet social science has had little impact upon applied ethics. This book promises to change that trend by illustrating how social science can make a contribution to applied ethics. The text reports psychological studies relevant to applied ethics for many professionals, including accountants, college students and teachers, counselors, dentists, doctors, journalists, nurses, school teachers, athletes, and veterinarians. Each chapter begins with the research base of the cognitive-developmental approach--especially linked to Kohlberg and Rest's Defining Issues Test. Finally, the book summarizes recent research on the following issues: * moral judgment scores within and between professionals, * pre- and post-test evaluations of ethics education programs, * moral judgment and moral behavior, * models of professional ethics education, and * models for developing new assessment tools. Researchers in different professional fields investigate different questions, develop different research strategies, and report different findings. Typically researchers of one professional field are not aware of research in other fields. An important aim of the present book is to bring this diverse research together so that cross-fertilization can occur and ideas from one field can transfer to another.

Navigation by Judgment-Dan Honig 2018-03-29 Foreign aid organizations collectively spend hundreds of billions of dollars annually, with mixed results. Part of the problem in these endeavors lies in the execution. In Navigation by Judgment, Dan Honig argues that high-quality implementation of foreign aid programs often requires contextual information that cannot be seen by those in distant headquarters. Drawing on a novel database of over 14,000 discrete development projects across nine aid agencies and eight paired case studies of development projects, Honig shows that aid agencies will often benefit from giving field agents the authority to use their own judgments to guide aid delivery. This "navigation by judgment" is particularly valuable when environments are unpredictable and when accomplishing an aid program's goals is hard to accurately measure. Highlighting a crucial obstacle for effective global aid, Navigation by Judgment shows that the management of aid projects matters for aid effectiveness.

Judgment and Decision Making -David K. Hardman 2009-02-09 Judgment and Decision Making is a refreshingly accessible textbook that explores the wide variety of ways people make judgments. An accessible examination of the wide variety of ways people make judgments. Features up-to-date theoretical coverage, including perspectives from evolutionary psychology and neuroscience Covers dynamic decision making, everyday decision making, individual differences, group decision making, and the nature of mind and brain in relation to judgment and decision making Illustrates key concepts with boxed case studies and cartoons

The Development of Prosocial Behavior-Nancy Eisenberg 2013-10-22 Developmental Psychology Series: The Development of Prosocial Behavior focuses on the advancement of techniques, methodologies, and approaches involved in studies on prosocial behavior, including moral reasoning and judgment, altruism, liberalism, and conservatism. The publication first elaborates on the general conceptual and theoretical issues in the study of prosocial and altruistic behavior; early development and socialization of prosocial behavior; and the relationship between prosocial behavior and moral reasoning. The text then takes a look at the generality of altruism in children, social learning theory and development of prosocial behavior, and the development of altruism. Discussions focus on directions for research on prosocial behaviors; research findings and interpretations on the early forms of altruism; social learning of prosocial behavior and moral judgment; and generality of prosocial behavior. The manuscript examines personality development and liberal sociopolitical attitudes, development of prosocial motivation, and the effects of mood on prosocial behavior in children and adults. Topics include motivational mechanisms of prosocial acts, dialectics of development, antecedents of liberalism and conservatism, and personality and socialization in relation to adolescents' political orientations. The book is a dependable source of data for researchers interested in the development of prosocial behavior.

The Development of Moral Judgment-Barbara Wood Morey 1972

The Development of Moral Judgment in Young People-Charles Franklin Preston 1962

The Economics of Artificial Intelligence-Ajay Agrawal 2019-05-22 Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) highlight the potential of this technology to affect productivity, growth, inequality, market power, innovation, and employment. This volume seeks to set the agenda for economic research on the impact of AI. It covers four broad themes: AI as a general purpose technology, the relationships between AI, growth, jobs, and inequality, regulatory responses to changes brought on by AI, and the effects of AI on the way economic research is conducted. It explores the economic influence of machine learning, the branch of computational advances that has driven much of the recent excitement around AI, as well as the economic impact of robotics and automation and the potential economic consequences of a still-hypothetical artificial general intelligence. The volume provides frameworks for understanding the economic impact of AI and identifies a number of open research questions. Contributors: Darren Aconom, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Philippe Aghion, College de France Ajay Agrawal, University of Toronto Susan Athey, Stanford University James Bessen, Boston University School of Law Erik Brynjolfsson, MIT Sloan School of Management Colin F. Camerer, California Institute of Technology Judah Chevalier, Yale School of Management Jain M. Cockburn, Boston University Tyler Cowen, George Mason University Jason Furman, Harvard Kennedy School Patrick Francois, University of British Columbia Alberto Galasso, University of Toronto Joshua Gans, University of Toronto Avi Goldfarb, University of Toronto Aastha Goel, University of Chicago Booth School of Business Rebecca Henderson, Harvard Business School Ginger Zee Jn, University of Maryland Benjamin F. Jones, Northwestern University Charles I. Jones, Stanford University Daniel Kahneman, Princeton University Anthony Knetsch, Johns Hopkins University Mara Lederman, University of Toronto Hong Loo, Harvard Business School John McHale, National University of Ireland Paul R. Milgrom, Stanford University Matthew Mitchell, University of Toronto Alexander Oettl, Georgia Institute of Technology Andrea Prat, Columbia Business School Manav Raj, New York University Pascual Restrepo, Boston University Daniel Rock, MIT Sloan School of Management Jeffrey D. Sachs, Columbia University Reza Seaman, National University of Ireland Scott Stern, MIT Sloan School of Management Betsy Stevenson, University of Michigan Joseph E. Stiglitz, Columbia University Chad Syverson, University of Chicago Booth School of Business Matt Taddy, University of Chicago Booth School of Business Steven Tadelis, University of California, Berkeley Manuel Trajtenberg, Tel Aviv University Daniel Trefler, University of Toronto Catherine Tucker, MIT Sloan School of Management Hal Varian, University of California, Berkeley

Judgment and Conduct in Moral Development-Teresa Anderson 1978

The Development of Formal Operations in Logical and Moral Judgment-Deanna Kuhn 1977

The Development of Moral Judgment in Children-Donville DelWayne Moore 1980
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